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PRESS NOTICES
i llistorical. instructive and peculiarly interesting. It is worthy of

being enrolled in the list of Canada's Educational works, and of bein g
placed in the hands of our youth, side by side with their histories and
gcographies."-The Empire.

".An entertaining and instructive volume, by one who has made a
special study of Indian character, anI of the literature relating to the
Ited Men. . . . A valuable contribution to Canadian literature that
will be an authority on this interesting subject."-Chr.tiant G'uardwan.

"1Describes In an easy and fascinating manner the Indian customs, their
camps and wigwams. . . . Dr. McLean's plemsing and instructive style
is well' known, and the book is an authority on the hi4tory, habits and
custons of which it treats."-(Gwlph Me, cury.

"There is no lack of variety in the book. . . . While obliged to be
concise in his style, he uses such selections from the abundance of inci-
lents at his command as give animation to the picture he presents."-

Manitoba KFree P es.
"No one who begins to read this book will fail to finish it if possible.

It has not a dill page from beginning to end, and many chapters are of
thrilling interest. - lhe Methodust Magazine.

The book is as entertaining as a story of Mayne Reid's."-The Rookseller.

"The book is written in a clear and animated style, interspersed with
remarkable incidents."-Wesley Church Record.

"The book ought to find a ready sale. Its intrinsie worth deserves it,
and its Canadian authorship an additional reason." *The Christian Outlook.

"The letter-press and general get-np of the book should secure for the
work a place in every library."-egina Leader,

- Author has gathered the material from first sources. He has given
nany facts which would otherwise be unknown. . . . It Is published
by a Canadian firm, but will undoubtedly be sought for by readers
throughout the United States." The American Antiquaria.
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